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Measurement of an electron’s electric dipole moment using Cs atoms trapped in optical lattices

Cheng Chin, Ve´ronique Leiber,* Vladan Vuletić, Andrew J. Kerman, and Steven Chu
Physics Department, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-4060

~Received 5 November 1999; revised manuscript received 14 August 2000; published 6 February 2001!

We propose to measure the electron’s permanent electric dipole moment~EDM! using cesium atoms trapped
in a sparsely populated, trichromatic, far blue-detuned three-dimensional~3D! optical lattice. In the proposed
configuration, the atoms can be strongly localized near the nodes of the light field and isolated from each other,
leading to a strong suppression of the detrimental effects of atom-atom and atom-field interactions. Three
linearly polarized standing waves with different frequencies create an effectively linearly polarized 3D optical
lattice and lead to a strong reduction of the tensor light shift, which remains a potential source of systematic
error. Other systematics concerning external field instability and gradients and higher-order polarizabilities are
discussed. Furthermore, auxiliary atoms can be loaded into the same lattices as effective ‘‘comagnetometers’’
to monitor various systematic effects, including magnetic-field fluctuations and imperfect electric-field rever-
sal. We estimate that a sensitivity 100 times higher than the current upper bound for the electron’s EDM of
4310227 e cm can be achieved with the proposed technique.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.63.033401 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 11.30.Er, 32.10.Dk, 32.60.1i
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I. INTRODUCTION

A permanent electric dipole moment~EDM! for any fun-
damental particle constitutes a violation of both time-rever
~T! and parity~P! symmetries, and is virtually forbidden i
the standard model@1,2#. However, recent supersymmetr
theories predict substantially largerT- or P-violating effects,
and the corresponding EDMs have been estimated to
within the reach of experiments in the near future@1#.

Experimental efforts to detect the EDM of a fundamen
particle have concentrated on the neutron and also
ground-state neutral atoms, whereT-violating effects from
the electron or in the nucleus can manifest themselves a
atomic EDM. Thus far, null results have been obtain
within experimental uncertainties. For the neutron and
mercury atom, upper bounds of 6310226e cm @3# and 8.7
310228e cm @4#, respectively, have been established. T
current limit on the electron’s electric dipole moment of
310227e cm was deduced from measurements on a ther
beam of Tl atoms@5#. The present experimental resolution
limited by the large longitudinal velocity of the atomic beam
which not only limits the measurement time, i.e., the time
atoms spend in the interaction region, but also leads t
systematic effect caused by a motion-induced magnetic fi
@6#.

Both effects can be significantly reduced by using op
cally cooled and trapped atoms. Cooling dramatically
creases the velocity, and therefore the motion-induced m
netic field, while trapping randomizes the direction
motion, which strongly suppresses residual systematic er
when the interrogation time far exceeds the vibration peri
Additionally, a long coherence time of several seconds
been demonstrated for optically trapped atoms@7#, and even
longer coherence times are possible. Even though the a
number and thus the signal-to-noise ratio are reduced

*Present address: ENSPS~Ecole Nationale Supe´rieure de Phy-
sique de Strasbourg!, Strasbourg, France.
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comparison to an atomic beam, this is compensated for b
increase in the measurement time of up to three order
magnitude. Finally, different atomic species can be load
into the same far-detuned lattice simultaneously, where
auxiliary atoms trapped in the same volume serve as a
magnetometer@8# and can be used in real time to investiga
and correct for the various potential systematic effects
duced by external fields.

However, the interaction between the atoms and the tr
ping light, as well as enhanced collisions at ultralow te
peratures may lead to new limitations that must be caref
investigated. Of special importance are effects that lead
relative energy shift or decoherence between the magn
substates,uF,1mF& and uF,2mF&, whereF andmF denote
the hyperfine and magnetic quantum number, respectiv
since an electric field-induced energy splitting between th
states is the experimental signature for an atomic EDM.
atoms interacting with far-detuned trapping light, the dom
nant effect of this type is produced in leading order by
circularly polarized component of the light field@9,10#, and
in higher orders by a third-order interference effect involvi
both the electric and the magnetic fields of the laser, as w
as the static electric field@10#. Atomic collisions can also
cause relative energy shifts of different magnetic sublevel
well as spin-relaxation, which can be catastrophic for pre
sion measurements with separated oscillatory fields, as
served in atomic clocks@11#.

In this paper, we propose an experimental configurat
designed to suppress the detrimental effects of atomic c
sions and simultaneously the interaction between the at
and external fields. This is achieved by confining the ato
in low-lying vibrational states of a three-dimensional~3D!
far blue-detuned optical lattice at an average lattice site
cupation much smaller than unity~Fig. 1!. The lattice is
formed by three linearly polarized standing waves, each w
a slightly different frequency; the resulting 3D light field ha
effectively linear polarization throughout space, which is
prime importance for eliminating the leading-order syste
atic effects caused by the atom–light interaction. Since
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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atoms are localized at the nodes of the blue-detuned l
field, these interactions are even further reduced. In this
tice, the atoms can be cooled to the vibrational ground s
using Raman sideband cooling@12#, and the collision rate
between atoms is then limited by the site-to-site tunnel
rate, which is exponentially suppressed in the tight-bind
regime. Finally, as the position and size of the atomic clo
are defined by the trapping light, systematic effects due
changes in the atomic position in the presence of exte
forces and field gradients and decoherence due to exte
field inhomogeneities are greatly reduced.

The electron’s EDMde is inferred from the magnitude o
the atomic EDMdatom @13#. In heavy atoms with a single
unpaired electron, a nonzerode can induce a permanen
ground-state atomic EDMdatom that significantly exceeds
de . In a perturbative description, the ground state of
atom acquires a dipole moment when it is mixed with high
excited states through the interaction of the electron’s ED
with the electric field of the nucleus. In alkali atoms, t
largest admixture is from the first excitedP1/2 and P3/2
states, which contribute with opposite sign. Due to the fi
structure splitting between these states, the dipole mom
induced by theP1/2 and P3/2 states cancel incompletely an
result in a nonzero atomic EDM,datom5Rde , whereR is
known as the enhancement factor@13#. Large enhancemen
factors ofRTl52600 andRCs5114 have been calculated fo
the Tl @14# and Cs@15# ground states, respectively, which a
both well-suited for measuring the electron’s EDM.

An atomic EDM can be detected through its interacti
VEDM with an external stationary electric fieldES, VEDM

52datom•ES52Rdef̂•ES, where f̂[F/F, F[I1J is the
total angular momentum of the atom,I (J) is the nuclear

FIG. 1. Proposed experimental configuration. Three stand
waves form an optical lattice. They have different frequencies
polarizations that are linear and perpendicular to the quantiza
axis defined by the externalBS field andES field. Two horizontal
standing waves in they-zplane intersect with an angleu510°, and
are symmetric relative to they axis.
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~electronic! angular momentum, and the second equality f
lows from the Wigner-Eckart theorem. If the quantizatio
axis is chosen alongES, this interaction results in an energ
splitting that depends linearly onES and on the atomic mag
netic quantummF number associated with the orientation
the total angular momentumF. Observation of a relative en
ergy shift upon reversing the direction ofES constitutes a
measurement of the electron’s EDMde.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

Our proposed experimental procedure begins by load
the optically precooled cesium atoms into a 3D linearly p
larized optical lattice, shown in Fig. 1. Efficient loading an
further cooling to the vibrational ground state can
achieved by using Raman-sideband cooling which requ
only a small bias magnetic field@12#. After cooling, atoms
are optically pumped into theuF53,mF50& state. A coher-
ent superposition of theu3,2&, u3,0&, andu3,22& states is then
prepared by means of a two-photon Raman transition w
s6 polarized photons. Since thes12s2 transition only
couplesu3,0& to u3,62&, the sample can be treated as a thre
level system and 50% populations inu3,62& can be attained
by a p/2 pulse. After evolution in the external electric fie
(Es;107 V/m) for a timeT, another Raman pulse is applie
that recombines the different magnetic sublevels and is s
sitive to the relative phase betweenu3,2& andu3,22& accumu-
lated during this timeT. The detection of the population in
u3,0& as a function of the Raman detuning then constitute
Ramsey-type measurement of the energy splittingDE be-
tween the statesm52 andm522. Any change ofDE upon
reversal of the electric field translates into a phase shift o
the measurement timeT, and is detected as a change
population in theu3,0& state. The populations in differen
magnetic sublevels can be detected with high sensitivity
first transferring the atoms fromu3,i & to u4,i & with a micro-
wavep pulse, and subsequently integrating the fluoresce
on the 6S1/2, F54 to 6P3/2, F855s1 cycling transition.
By repeating this procedure for all three sublevels, we c
obtain the populations of all three magnetic sublevelsu3,62&
and u3,0&, which is necessary to normalize the signal a
suppress the noise due to shot-to-shot atom number v
tion.

The EDM induced energy splitting betweenu3,2& and
u3,22& is expressed asDEEDM5RdeEs . The projected 100-
fold improvement in sensitivity in the measurement of t
electron’s EDM over that achieved in Ref.@5# requires a
frequency sensitivity and total systematic and statistical
certainty in thedCs measurement of 100 nHz or better for a
electric field of 107 V/m. Assuming that single measure
ments with a coherence timeT are performed on sample
containingN atoms in the course of a total averaging timet,
the Ramsey-type measurement has a shot noise-limited
quency sensitivity ofDn5(4p2NtT)21/2 @16–18#. For N
5108 atoms andt58 h of integration time, we conclude tha
a coherence timeT;1 s, and therefore a frequency resol
tion of j5(4p2NT)21/2516mHz/AHz is necessary to reac
the envisioned sensitivity. The systematic uncertainty of
energy splitting and the dephasing rate must then be s
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pressed to values belowDn5100 nHz andT2151 s21, re-
spectively.

To achieve shot-noise limited sensitivity forN5108 at-
oms, a signal-to-noise ratio ofN1/25104 is necessary. Stabil
ity of both the detection and the Raman lasers is crucia
this level, as recently demonstrated in an atomic clock
periment with 63105 cesium atoms, where the shot noi
limit was attained@19#. If the same laser is used both fo
signal detection and for normalization, the influence of la
noise is greatly reduced. In this case we are only sensitiv
noise near the frequency corresponding to the time inte
between detection and normalization pulses, and 1024 stabil-
ity of the intensity in this frequency band can be achiev
without much difficulty. The same 1024 intensity stability is
also required for the Raman lasers which generate thep/2
pulses for the state preparation.

For a specific calculation, we propose the geometry gi
in Fig. 1 and the following trap parameters which are cho
based on the discussion in Sec. V. The optical lattice is g
erated by a high-power, frequency-doubled single-mo
neodimium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet~Nd:YAG! laser
at a wavelength ofl5532 nm. A frequency difference o
the order of several MHz is applied between the three
early polarized standing waves to ensure that the total l
field is effectively linearly polarized throughout space. T
lattice spacings in the principal lattice directionsx, y, andz
are l/2, l/@2 cos(u/2)#, and l/@2 sin(u/2)#, respectively,
whereu510° is the angle between two horizontal standi
waves. The trap depth is then chosen to beU05h527 kHz
5kB25mK based on the trade-off between the photon sc
tering rate@20# and the atom tunneling rate between neig
boring lattice sites that is discussed in Sec. III a
also shown in Fig. 2. The trap vibration frequenci
of vx5(2U0kx

2/m)1/252p105 kHz, vy5(4U0ky
2/m)1/2

52p148 kHz, andvz5(4U0kz
2/m)1/252p13.0 kHz along

x, y, andz, respectively, correspond to Lamb–Dicke para
eters h i5kixrms,i of hx50.22, hy50.18, andhz50.055.
Here k5(kx ,ky ,kz)5(2p/l)@1,cos(u/2),sin(u/2)#, is the

FIG. 2. Ground-state tunneling rate and scattering rate in a b
detuned and a red-detuned dipole trap. The ground-state tunn
rate G is indicated by the solid line; the dotted and dashed lin
indicate the photon scattering rate for a blue- and a red-detu
lattice, respectively, assuming the same lattice detuning. The a
marks the operation point of our proposed configuration.
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reciprocal lattice vector andxrms,i5(\/2mv i)
1/2 is the rms

spread of the ground-state wave function along thei th axis.
The average intensity and ac Stark shift experienced by
atoms in the 3D vibrational ground state are 6.3 kW/cm2 and
66.5kHz, respectively. If the mean occupancy of latti
sites isL51/200,N5108 atoms will be confined in a vol-
ume of onlyV5NL (l3/8 sinu)52.2 mm3 at a bulk density
of D5N/V54.631010cm23.

III. COLLISION-INDUCED LEVEL SHIFTS
AND DECOHERENCE

We begin our discussion of the proposed scheme with
issue of cold atom interactions. According to a theoreti
calculation for Cs atoms in a superposition ofu3,61& states,
the collision-induced relative energy shift between the
states at a density ofD54.631010cm23 and a temperature
of 2.5 mK will be DPncoll , whereDP is the single-particle
population difference between theu3,1& and u3,21& states,
andncoll530 mHz @21#. Fluctuations of the relative popula
tions of these two states or of the density will therefore tra
late directly into an apparently fluctuating EDM signal. If w
assume a similar interaction for au3,62& superposition, our
target frequency resolution ofDn5100 nHz would require a
stability of the average density and population differen
better thanDP5Dn/ncoll5331026 upon static electric field
ES reversal, if the atoms were allowed to collide.

If individual atoms are isolated at separate sites of a
optical lattice, however, these collisional effects can
greatly suppressed. For the configuration described ab
only L51/20050.5% of the atoms will be loaded into dou
bly occupied lattice sites, and at these sites the high lo
density will lead to radiative collisional loss during optic
cooling @22#. For atoms trapped in singly occupied lattic
sites and cooled to the vibrational ground state, the collis
rate is limited by the site-to-site tunneling rate, i.e., the wid
of the lowest vibrational energy band. Given a sinusoi
optical lattice potential, the equation of motion can be si
plified and rewritten in terms of Mathieu functions@23#. The
i th energy bandwidth can be obtained from its characteri
functions@23#. In our case, the ground-state tunneling rateG
can be approximated as\G529/2p21/2U0h exp(2h22) in
the tight-binding regime@23#, shown in Fig. 2. Because o
the exponential dependence, tunneling occurs predomina
along the axis with the largest Lamb-Dicke parameterhx

50.22. For a lattice spacingD, the effective velocity is es-
timated classically asGD, and for the above parameters th
collision rate is reduced by a factor of 106 compared to free
atoms with the same kinetic energy and bulk density. T
corresponding frequency shift is thenDP330 nHz, which is
negligible compared to our requiredDn5100 nHz frequency
resolution as long asDP!1. It should be noted in this con
text that the Cs–Cs interaction parameters are now know
be different than previously assumed@24#, and that the pre-
dictions of Ref.@21# may need further modification in ligh
of the more recent collision results@24,25#.
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IV. ATOM –STATIC FIELD INTERACTION

The interaction between a cesium atom and the exte
static fields is given by

Hstatic52m•BS2RCsde•ES2
1

2
adc•Es

22ES* •TIdc•ES,

where the four terms on the right-hand side indicate the Z
man effect, EDM effect, and scalar and tensor parts of
quadratic Stark effect.adc(TJdc) is the scalar~tensor! part of
the dc polarizability. Note that in our configuration both t
static magnetic fieldBS and the static electric fieldES are
oriented along thez axis, so uF,mF& remain approximate
eigenstates.

A. Required magnetic field stability and comagnetometer

An external magnetic fieldBs57 mG inducing an energy
splitting of 2m•BS5h10 kHz between theu3,62& states de-
fines the quantization axis and keeps the trapped atoms
polarized during the measurements. Since the Zeeman e
dominates the energy splitting, stability of the magnetic fi
is a major concern. Furthermore, frequent reversal of theBs
field, necessary to suppress the related systematic e
could lead to hysteresis effects from the magnetic shield
and any ferromagnetic material near the experiment. Fluc
tions of the field strength lead to a reduction of the frin
contrast while a systematic change associated with theES
reversal mimics the EDM signal. The required frequen
resolution of j516mHz/AHz and systematic errorDn
5100 nHz require that the fluctuations of the external m
netic field during theT51 s integration time are controlle
to less thandB5hjT1/2/m511 pG and that the systemat
change in field strength be less thanDB5hDn/m580 fG
uponES field reversal.

A spatial field variation across the cloud below this lev
can be achieved by multiple magnetic shielding and m
netic coils to zero the stray field and field gradient@26#. The
temporal fluctuations ofBS are dominated by the noise of th
current source. During theT51 s integration time, the atom
are most sensitive to the noise in the 100–700 mHz band
current supply with an integrated noise in this band prov
ing a stability better thani51 ppb has been designed@27#,
which applied to our case yields a field variation of,iBs
57 pG, better than the required stabilitydB511 pG.

Systematic effects associated with theES and theBS re-
versal include the hysteresis effect mentioned above and
leakage current from the electric field plates. The latter
long been considered the limiting systematic error of c
type EDM experiments@28#. The idea of a ‘‘comagnetom
eter,’’ where auxiliary atoms with a small EDM are used
monitor the magnetic field, was first suggested in Ref.@8#.
With this approach, a recent neutron EDM experime
reached a field sensitivity of 2 nG per shot@3#. In our pro-
posal, rubidium atoms with a smaller enhancement factor
be loaded into the same optical lattice and used as a com
netometer to monitor the magnetic field and eliminates
effects of systematic variation ofBS and the leakage curren
03340
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@26#. Similar to cesium atoms, rubidium atoms can be op
cally cooled and trapped in the ground states of the 3D lat
sites where all rubidium atoms and cesium atoms are isol
from each other. We also expect a similar frequency se
tivity for the Ramsey interferometry of rubidium. Assumin
the same measurement scheme is applied toNRb5108 87Rb
atoms in the upper hyperfine manifoldF52, the long term
drift can be corrected tohj/2m55.5 pG/AHz and the sys-
tematic field shift can be measured to an accuracy
hDn/2m540 fG. Note that the larger magnetic moment
the 87Rb stateu2,62& compared to the Cs stateu3,62& in-
creases the magnetic field sensitivity by a factor of 2. Furt
discussion of the rubidium comagnetometer is given in S
V D.

B. Calibration of electric field reversal

In addition to the EDM effect, the static electric fieldEs
5107 V/m also induces a quadratic Stark shift@29,30# on Cs
atoms in theuF53,mF& state given by

d f 52
1

2
Es

2S a2
9

7
a101

3mF
2212

28
a12D Y h

'2500 MHz219.6mF
2 Hz,

where a/h51.0031025 Hz/~V/m!2 is the dc polarizability
of the Cs ground state averaged over hyperfine lev
a10/h51.99310210Hz/~V/m!2 and a12/h53.65
310212Hz/~V/m!2 are the additional corrections due to th
hyperfine contact interaction and the spin-dipolar interacti
respectively@29,30#. ~The small contribution from the Cs
nuclear electric quadrupole moment is negligible here.!

In a previous EDM experiment involving polarizatio
precession@28#, the mF

2-dependent tensor shift gives rise
severe dephasing and systematic error when the static
reverses imperfectly. Our proposed measurement base
the energy splitting betweenu3,62&, however, is not affected
by the tensor shift. Furthermore, this energy shift provide
handle to calibrate the field strength and to reduce field g
dients and imperfections of field reversal.

According to the recent measurement in Ref.@30#, a field
Es5107 V/m can cause a frequency shift ofk
52p22.7 kHz on theu3,0& to u4,0& clock transition. The en-
ergy resolution ofj516mHz/AHz of our experiment will
theoretically allow the field and its reversal to be calibrat
with a fractional accuracy of 2pj/k,1029/AHz. The T
51 s coherence time can also be used to correct the
gradient to achieve a fractional variation inES of less than
(Tk)21;731026 over the atom cloud. Since these theor
ical limits are much better than those that have been pra
cally realized @28#, we will conservatively assume
DEs /Es51023 accuracy in field reversal and aES field
variation of¹EsV

1/351023Es across the with volumeV of
the sample for the following discussion.

V. SUPPRESSION OF DETRIMENTAL LASER-INDUCED
EFFECTS

Next we consider the interaction between the atoms
the far-detuned trapping light. In a blue-detuned trap,
1-4
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TABLE I. Various interaction effects in the proposed EDM experiment. Energy shifts are calculated perturbatively for cesium a

theF53 manifold in the vibrational ground state of the 3D optical lattice.f̂[F/F, f̂25 f̂"f̂, f̂ z5 f̂"ẑ, and f̂'5 f̂"x̂ or f̂"ŷ. The static magnetic
and electric fields areBS57 mG, ES5107 V/m, and the beam configuration is that shown in Fig. 1. The energy scale column give

frequency shifts for atoms localized in the vibrational ground state with the chosen configuration. Note that only terms withf̂z dependence
can give rise to systematic errors.

Interaction Hamiltonian

Atomic
polarization
dependence Energy scale

u3,62& level
splitting systematic Reference

EDM 2RCsdef̂"ES f̂"ES ,11mHz f̂ z
,11 mHz

Zeeman shift 2m"BS f̂"BS 210 kHz f̂ z
210 kHz field instability

dc polarization (2d"ES)(2d"ES) 1 2500 MHz 0 0 @34#

Quadratic dc
Stark shift

(2d"ES)(2d"ES) ES*•@ f̂22Tr( f̂2)#•ES 2310 Hzf̂ z• f̂ z
0 0 @30#

Scalar light shift (2d"EL* )(2d"EL) 1 67 kHz 0 0 @20#

mF-dependent light
shift

(2d"EL* )(2d"EL) f̂"k 210 mHzf̂ z1

0.2 Hz f̂'

210 mHz polarization
instability

@9,33#

mF
2-dependent

light shift
(2d"EL* )(2d"EL) EL*•@ f̂22Tr( f̂2)#"EL 24 mHz f̂ z• f̂ z

24 mHz f̂'• f̂'

0 0 @9,10#

Field gradient effect f̂"BS, f̂"k 40 nHzf̂ z
40 nHz 70 pHz

Third-order effect (2d"EL* )(2d"ES) (EL* "ES)( f̂"BL), 280 nHzf̂ z2 280 nHz 280 nHz @38#

(2m"BL), (BL* "ES)( f̂"EL) 80mHz f̂'

(2d"EL* )(2d"ES)

S2 1

6
Q•¹EL D

Higher-order effect ,10 nHzf̂ ,10 nHz ,10 nHz
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atoms are attracted towards the low-intensity regions.
though the intensity of the trapping light vanishes at the
tential minima~nodes! of the lattice, the finite spatial sprea
of the vibrational ground-state wave function leads to
average intensitŷ I& experienced by atoms of̂I &5(hx

2/3
12hy

2/312hz
2/3)I peak, whereI peak is the peak intensity. Fo

the beam parameters defined above, the average inte
experienced by the atoms is reduced by a factorI peak/^I &
524 compared to a red-detuned lattice with the same b
intensity. This helps to suppress the systematic effects a
ciated with various atom-light interactions, which in mo
cases are proportional to the intensity experienced by
atoms.

The interaction between the atoms and the laser field
be written as a multipole expansion of the electric and m
netic interactions, H int52d"EL2m"BL21/6Q•¹E1¯ ,
whereEL andBL are the laser electric and magnetic fieldsd
and m denote the atomic electric and magnetic dipole m
ments, respectively, andQ denotes the electric quadrupo
moment. For the EDM measurement we are concerned
the relative level shifts of the statesF53, mF562 arising
from these interactions, and with the broadening of th
levels associated with spatial inhomogeneities, temp
fluctuations, and coupling to other magnetic sublevels. Ta
I lists the various interactions that warrant consideration
the coupling factors that enter in a perturbative treatme
The corresponding energy scale and the angular depend
are also shown. The effects can be classified into three
03340
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coupling between energy levels.

A. Photon scattering

Scattering of photons from the far detuned light field r
sults in heating by Rayleigh scattering, which preserves
internal atomic state, and spin relaxation by Raman sca
ing, which changes the internal state@20#. For the above
beam parameters, these rates are estimated to beGRay
5(140 s!21 and GRam5(105 s!21, respectively, where only
the strongest coupling to the nearby 6P and 7P states has
been included@31#. In the measurement time ofT51 s, only
GRayT50.7% of the atoms scattered one photon and o
GRamT50.001% are transferred to other magnetic sublev
While the Raman scattering leads to loss of fringe contr
the Rayleigh scattering merely heats the atoms but prese
the relative phase between the statesu3,2& andu3,22& as long
as the laser field has no preferred helicity along the qua
zation axis@32#.

B. ac Stark shift

Various coherent processes due to laser fields have b
considered in the literature and are summarized in Tabl
We estimate the various interactions based on the config
tion in Fig. 1, where the field orientations are designed
minimize the level shifts, and the bias field direction~z axis!
1-5
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is defined as the quantization axis. The atom–laser inte
tion Hamiltonian can be written as

H laser52
1

2
aac•EL

22bf"kEL
22EL* "TIac"EL,

whereaac(TIac) is the scalar~tensor! part of the ac polariz-
ability, k is the wave vector of the laser, andb is a constant
which depends on laser detuning and polarization. The v
ous ac Stark effects induce light shiftsDE that can be written
according to their dependence onmF :DE5A01A1mF

1A2mF
2. The mF-even termsA0 ,A2 do not directly affect

our measurement, which involves the energy splitting
tween theu3,2& and theu3,22& states. ThemF-odd termA1 is
of prime importance since the linear Stark effect result
from electron’s EDM is alsomF odd. In addition, these ligh
shift effects can induce coupling betweenmF levels.

The most significantmF-odd level shift is the light shift
associated with a residual circularly polarized componen
the light field. Based on our configuration, the frequen
shift is calculated to bek̂"f̂AL for a fully circularly polarized
lattice @33#, where the caret indicates a dimensionless u
vector andAL52.7 kHz. To suppress this shift, the trappin
beams are chosen to be linearly polarized, and interfere
between beams from different directions are avoided
shifting the relative frequency by several MHz. This insur
averaging on a time scale below 1ms, which is much shorte
than the atomic vibration period. Furthermore, since the
tice beams are oriented nearly perpendicular to the quan
tion axis, any imperfection in their linear polarization yield
predominantly coupling to other magnetic sublevels rat
than anmF-odd light shift. Assuming a polarization impurit
of «p'1025, the linear level shift can be reduced tof l
54 «pAL sinu/2'10 mHz, mainly coming from the fou
beams in they-z plane. Although this is not in itself a sys
tematic effect, it puts a stringent limit ofDn/ f l51025 on the
required stability of the light intensity and polarization up
ES reversal.

An additional consideration is the coupling between d
ferent magnetic sublevels. For example, the residual ci
larly polarized light also couples the neighboringmF states
with a Rabi frequencyV of V/2p56 «pAL'0.2 Hz. Cou-
pling betweenuF,mF& states reduces the contrast of the
terference fringes and induces decoherence ifV is spatially
varying. These detrimental effects can be suppressed w
large magnetic fieldBS which strongly splits the levels an
reduces the coupling toG15V2/vL , whereV is assumed to
be small compared to an assumed Larmor frequencyvL of
vL/2p5mBs /h510 kHz. The coupling between subleve
then gives a negligible decoherence rate ofG1
5(1000 s)21.

The mF
2-dependent shiftA2 is dominated by the tenso

light shift characterized by the effective quadrupole ten
operatorTI} f̂ f̂2Tr( f̂2) @9# and results in a frequency shift o
f t5Ês* "f̂ f̂"Ê"Ês 4 mHz for our configuration. This level shif
does not affect our measurement which involves only
relative energy splitting betweenu3,2& and u3,22&.
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C. Displacement of atoms due to field gradients

Although scalar level shifts are not themselves system
effects, their spatial inhomogeneity can result in a static fo
and lead to a displacement of the atoms. Any change of
displacement associated with an imperfect reversal ofES
therefore represents a systematic error if the Zeeman spli
or tensor light shift is not spatially uniform. Given a stat
electric fieldEs5107 V/m, the large dc polarizability of Cs
atoms leads to a scalar energy shiftDE /h52500 MHz @34#
which, when combined with the field gradient¹Es , results
in a displacement of the atoms given byd'h DE(¹Es /
Es)(k

2U0)21, wherek is the beam wave vector andU0 the
lattice trap depth. For an imperfection of the field rever
DEs , the displacement changes bydd5dDEs /Es . Follow-
ing the discussion in Sec. IV B, we assume¹Es

51023Es /De , whereDe;1 cm is the spacing between th
field plates, andDEs51023 Es . Due to the weak confine
ment, this shift is largest along thez axis withd;0.1 nm and
dd;0.1 pm. We consider below two leading-order syste
atic frequency shifts which are associated with the inhom
geneity of the magnetic field and of the tensor light shift.

A magnetic-field gradient leads to a direct change of
Zeeman energy splitting between the statesu3,2& and u3,22&
when the atoms are displaced. We assume that the grad
can be canceled experimentally by minimizing the linewid
of rf transitions, for example, betweenmF levels. Given a
coherence timeT of 1 s and an atomic cloud size ofDA

52 mm such a measurement will have a sensitivity
magnetic-field gradients of orderu]Bs /]zu<m21(\/T)/DA

50.7mG/cm, and should allow the gradients to be cance
to this level. In the presence of such a gradient, the resid
systematic shift associated with the displacement of the
oms uponEs reversal is;mu]Bs /]zudd5h 10 pHz, much
smaller than the projectedDn5100 nHz resolution. Note
however, that in a conventional focused dipole trap with
similar trap depth but much weaker confinement, the d
placement due to field gradient is given byd
5h DE(¹Es /Es)(K

2U0)21, where K52p/DA , and the
systematic error amounts to;1 mHz for the same cloud size
DA , which is intolerable@35#. This emphasizes the impor
tance of very strong confinement when trapped atoms
used for EDM measurements@36#.

A similar effect will occur if the atoms experience a di
ferent tensor light shift between theu3,2& and u3,22& states
upon ES reversal due to a change in their field gradie
induced displacement. According to the previous secti
this frequency shiftf L can be formulated asf L5 f ld

2/zrms
2 ,

whered is the small displacement of the atom position a
zrms5hz /kz554 nm is the rms ground state spread in thez
direction. Givend50.1 nm anddd50.1 pm, the systematic
shift is d f L5 f l2d dd/zrms

2 ;70 pHz, which is also negligible

D. Estimation and suppression of higher-order interactions

A third-order interference effect was first identified
Ref. @10# as a possible systematic error for EDM experime
1-6
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using optically trapped atoms. It represents the dipole ene
^g̃u2d"ESug̃& of a ground-state atom which is perturbed
the laser field through both the electric dipole interactionE1
and the magnetic dipole~or electric quadrupole! interaction
M1(E2). In a perturbative treatment, this expression
scribes a third-order energy shift induced by both laser fie
and the staticES field, and can be written as

^H3&5(
i , j

^guE1u i &^ i u2d"ESu j &^ j uM1~E2!ug&
~Egi2\vL!~Eg j2\vL!

,

where the sum is over all possible intermediate statesi and j
with energiesEgi and Eg j . The contributions from all pos
sible third-order terms are considered in@10# and the domi-
nant effect here gives ^H3&5hg1(ÊL* "ÊS)(B̂L"f̂)
1hg2(B̂L* "ÊS)(ÊL"f̂), where the unit vectors indicate th
vector dependence of this effect andg157 mHz andg2
59 mHz @37#. The energy shift is proportional toESmF and
can therefore constitute an important systematic error. T
fold cancellation of this systematic error is obtained for o
field geometry. First, all laser polarizationsEL are
chosen perpendicular to bothES and f̂. Second, for atoms
trapped at the nodes of the standing waves, the coupl

^u(ÊL* "ÊS)(B̂L"f̂)u& and ^u(B̂L* "ÊS)(ÊL"f̂)u& are forbidden be-
cause the total interaction has odd spatial parity about
potential minimum.~EL fields are odd about the nodes a
BL fields even if the intensities of the counterpropagat
laser beams are balanced!. Assuming an intensity imbalanc
of « i'1023, and an alignment uncertainty of«a5ÊL"ÊS

'ÊL"f̂'1024, we expect the effect to be reduced
6« i«a(g11g2)'h 10 nHz, where the factor 6 reflects th
number of beams in the 3D lattice. This systematic effect
the Rb atoms, the comagnetometer, is as large ash 80 nHz
@38#, which is close to our proposed frequency resoluti
Calibration of this systematic effect can be achieved by m
suring the dependence of this shift on laser intensity.

Coupling by H3 to another magnetic sublevel can al
lead to decoherence. This coupling is not suppressed by
cise beam imbalance when the final state is a different vib
tional state with different spatial parity. Symbolically, give
the initial external vibrational quantum numbern, the cou-
pling is estimated as ^n61uH3un&'6 «ah(g11g2)
5h 10mHz. At the large vibrational level spacings consi
ered here this coupling is reduced to a negligible level.

In general, higher-order polarizabilities should also
considered in the presence of external static fields~ES and
BS! and laser fields~EL andBL!. We shall limit our consid-
eration here to the possible systematics which carry theEsf̂
dependence and imitate the EDM effect. More explicitly, t
relevant interaction should be odd in powers ofES and f̂.
Given that an energy shift operator must have even pa
~E1 transition is odd,M1 even, andE2 even!, the next order
effects satisfying these criteria are given by the fifth-ord
polarizabilities which involve the following field combina
tions: ESELBLESES, ESELBLBSBS, ESELBLELEL, or
ESELBLBLBL . All of these terms can be factored into th
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product of the third-order shiftH3 and the quadratic dc~ac!
Stark~Zeeman! shift H2. Their strength can be estimated a

^H5&5(
i

^guH3u i &^ i uH2ug&
DEgi

,

where the dominant terms come from the coupling to hig
center-of-mass vibrational states. As estimated above,
coupling ^ i uH3ug& is typically h 10 mHz, and the coupling
from various possibleH2 is dominated by the vector ligh
shift which was estimated in Sec. V B aŝi uH2ug&
5h0.2 Hz. This results in̂H5&/h,1 nHz(,10 nHz for ru-
bidium @38#!, where the small vibration frequency 13 kHz
the z direction is used. Although this value is considerab
lower than our proposedDn5100 nHz sensitivity, a rigorous
calculation might be necessary in the future.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have proposed a measurement of the
ear Stark shift in the cesium ground state caused by an e
tron EDM. Our method is based on trapping atoms in a f
detuned 3D optical lattice. A linearly polarized trichromat
lattice is used to avoid the vector light shift associated wit
circularly polarized component. For atoms thus strongly c
fined, velocity-induced dephasing, inhomogeneous broad
ing effects, collisional frequency shifts, and field gradie
induced displacements are dramatically reduc
Furthermore, rubidium atoms simultaneously trapped in
same volume can act as an effective comagnetomete
monitor the drifts and the systematic effects associated w
the magnetic field. We have discussed various system
effects associated with atom-field and atom-atom inter
tions, and presented experimental schemes to suppress
These systematic effects for our configuration are sum
rized in Table I. ThemF-odd energy shift~terms with f̂z! is
dominated by the residual circularly polarized component
the laser beams, and needs to be controlled toDn
5100 nHz upon field reversal, corresponding to a string
stability of 1025 of the polarization and intensity. Anothe
major systematic effect is the third-order polarizability whi
can be suppressed to values of 10 nHz for Cs atoms an
nHz for Rb atoms. Higher-order processes are estimate
contribute less than 10 nHz and further investigation of th
is necessary. If all these criteria are met, our proposed m
surement should approach a frequency resolution ofDn
5100 nHz, which corresponds to a 100 times higher se
tivity than the current upper bound for the electron’s EDM
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